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the united bank of india, mumbai branch, has been advised to take necessary action to ascertain the authenticity of the kyc documents sent by the customer and the bank shall treat the customer as a person of disreputable character for the purpose of assessing any action to be taken by the bank in reference to the advice. a) ensure that the corresponding courier
office is assigned to your account and based on the office's office hours, submit the documents to the courier on the day after receipt of the first notice in the bank account. f) after sending the package to the courier office, the customer shall ensure that the courier office's details are updated in his records. the customer's address should also be updated in the

bank's records. a) ensure that the corresponding post office is assigned to your account and based on the office's office hours, submit the documents to the post office on the day after receipt of the first notice in the bank account. f) after sending the package to the post office, the customer shall ensure that the post office's details are updated in his records. the
customer's address should also be updated in the bank's records. the whole process takes less than a minute. that is why the use of our document signing technology is ideal for signing any legal documents over the web. so, whether you need to sign a document, a contract, a tax return or submit an official notification, our platform allows you to do it easily. the

whole procedure can last less than a minute. you may not be aware that there are many more benefits of using the services of our team of experienced lawyers. to take advantage of our services, just provide us with the requirements of your case along with the amount of money you require to be paid. we provide a one-time fee in which we complete the case. we
also provide contingency if the file is lost or with limitation of payment.
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to start the kyc process for the first time, logon to the web application and select the ‘kyc under the act’ tab. for your
convenience, the form has been divided into two tabs, kyc under the act and kyc under aadhaar. you need to log on to

the official website, go to the kyc application form section on the page and submit the kyc documents. the user can
choose to submit their kyc documents by uploading the scanned or ocr (optical character recognition) version of the
documents. after the kyc documents have been uploaded, the user is asked to choose the document type and the

verification of the document in the application form. if the user chooses the image verification, the completed form gets
sent as an attached image to the email id. the customer understands and agrees that he should use the service of any

bank to transact the application form as provided by the bank during the transaction. the service provider does not verify
and is not liable to verify the customer's identity. this application form needs to be submitted separately from the

evidence of identity proof. current regulations on kyc include the following broad guidelines: as per the rbi circular on the
guidelines for maintaining of kyc with regards to banking, insurance, investment activities and trading, etc., maintained
by them (or their code of conduct), the issuance of any loans, deposits or advances to an individual. as per sebi circular
dated july 2010, both non-banking and domestic banking entities shall have to maintain kyc of its customers. as per irda
circular dated april 2011, both non-banking and domestic banking entities shall have to maintain kyc of its customers. as

per rbi circular dated august 2011, both non-banking and domestic banking entities shall have to maintain kyc of its
customers. 5ec8ef588b
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